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 Happy Monday, Villagers

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs.

 

 

 

 
Monday: Chair Yoga 11 am - 12 pm
Monday: COCKTAIL HOUR CONCERT - ANDY AND JAN 5 pm
Tuesday: Book Group 1:30 - 2:45: The Mountains Sing
Tuesday: TED TALK TUESDAY - SACHA BARON COHEN AND JARON
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LANIER 4 pm - 5 pm
Thursday: Dinner Delivered The Copita 5 pm - 6 pm
 

 

Guide Dogs for the Blind Nursery Cam
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Joy4All Project
 

During these challenging times and ongoing public health measures, we know
that it is especially difficult for seniors and folks experiencing isolation.

We want to help!
We have created a hotline to bring joy to those in isolation. Anyone can call to
add a little joy! When you dial our local and toll-free numbers, you will be able
to choose from a number of pre-recorded options so that you can listen to
stories, kind messages, jokes, and more!
 

Call us at:
(403) 209-4300
or
1 (877) JOY-4ALL
1 (877) 569-4255
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25 Architectural Wonders You (don't) Have to See In Person
Humans have always striven to build monuments and symbols to honor the
earthly and spiritual influences in their lives. Art and building design go hand-in-
hand and through the ages, world civilizations have designed some pretty awe-
inspiring structures. From the Great Pyramids of Egypt to the majestic
skyscrapers of our modern cities, let’s travel through time and across the planet
as we explore 25 jaw-dropping architectural wonders.

We are pleased to announce Wilder than Wild is now
airing on PBS!

 
Upcoming broadcasts include our Bay Area premiere on June 17th at 11PM on

KQED San Francisco, Channel 9, and our Southern California broadcast premiere

on June 14th at 10pm on KVCR San Bernardino, Channel 24. It will be airing

on 55+ other broadcasts throughout the PBS network in the next few weeks, with

many more broadcasts in the coming months. Check your local listings or our web

site for more information.  This is an updated version of the film for PBS, and
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includes new material of the catastrophic wildfires of 2017 and 2018.

 

Synopsis

Wilder than Wild: Fire, Forests, and the Future reveals how fire suppression and

climate change have exposed our forests and wildland-urban landscapes to large,

high severity wildfires, while greenhouse gases released from these fires contribute

to global warming. In this one-hour award-winning documentary, filmmaker Kevin

White takes us on a journey from the Rim Fire of 2013 to the catastrophic wildfires of

2017 and 2018. Along the way, we learn how prescribed fires can reduce the risk of

catastrophic wildfire, we see a California tribe renew their tradition of cultural fire,

and we meet s
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For Information about food, supplies, and
services visit the Sausalito Village
website's COVID Resources page.
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